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I 
Let G be the group of complex matrices (a/P/?/a) with determinant 1 and 
Lp(G) the Lebesgue spaces with respect to a choosen Haar measure dg; the 
famous Kunze-Stein theorem says: if 1 < p < 2, every LP(G)-function 
defines by convolution a bounded operator on L*(G). It follows by inter- 
polation that every L’(G) function, 1 < r < p, also defines a bounded 
convolution operator on LP(G). 
Furthermore by the theorem of Kunze-Stein the Fourier transform of an 
LP(G) function (1 < p < 2) can be continued in an analytic manner into a 
strip of the complex plan depending on p. 
On the other hand the following result was proved in [8 1. Let 1 < p,, < co, 
then there is a positive measure ,U on G which defines by convolution a 
bounded endomorphism on LPo(G) but which is not bounded on LP(G) for 
p # po. It seems that these results are contradictory; they are due to the fact 
that the group in question is semi-simple. 
These results raise two elementary questions that are rather complicated to 
handle. 
(a) Let ,U be a positive measure on a semi-simple Lie group G, equiped 
with a Haar measure. Find a necessary and sufficient condition on ,B such 
that it defines by convolution a bounded operator on LP(G). 
One can propose, first, assuming that ,U is absolutly continuous with 
respect to the Haar measure, the following problem. Let f: G + C be a 
complex-valued function defined on G; find a necessary and sufficient 
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condition on the decreasing rearrangement of f such that it defines by 
convolution a bounded operator on L”(G). 
There is a reltion with the following problem: 
(b) Given two measurable subsets A, B of G, what is the relation 
between the measures of A, B and A . B? 
More generally: given a Riemannian manifold and a group of isometries 
which is locally compact, what is the relation between the measure of A, the 
Riemannian measure of B and of A . B? 
In this work we answer problem (a) in the case of invariance of ,U with 
respect to the action of the maximal compact subgroup K. ,u can be 
considered as a measure on the symmetric space A’= G/K and the following 
types of characterisations are possible: 
(i) Characterisation of geometric type reflecting the distribution of 
mass. 
(ii) Characterisation of functional analytic type reflecting theorems of 
the type Kunze-Stein. Here the space L!‘.‘(G) plays an important role. 
Here is the functional analytic result: 
THEOREM 1. Let G be a noncompact connected semi-simple Lie-group sf 
rank 1. y a positive K-right invariant measure with compact support; finail!’ 
let 1 < p < 2. Then ,u defines a bounded convolution-operator on LP(G) ij 
and only if there is a function h in Lp,‘(G) such that for every P-function 
on G/K. u with Au = -(4p2/pp’) . u, 
Furthermore the convoluter norm of p is equivalent o the Lp.‘-norm of h. 
If the K-right invariant measure ,u is not supposed to have compact support 
the following statements are equivalent: 
(a) y is a bounded convoluter on Lp(G). 
(b) There is a sequence h, of L”.‘(G)-functions such that for each II 
the LP.‘(G)-norm of h, is bounded by the convoluter-norm of ,U (on L”(G)! 
and 
lim n ~z j 
c 
u(g ‘0) h,(g) dg = 1’ u(g. 0) 44g). 
’ G 
There is a similar result for p = 2. The statement needs the Cartan decom- 
position, see Proposition 1. 
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To understand Theorem 1 use the first principle of majorization; it will 
become clear that the eigenfunctions u of d with eigenvalue -4p*/pp’ play 
an important role. The most difficult part of the proof of Theorem 1 is the 
characterisation of those eigenfunctions of d which are (modified) Poisson 
integrals of functions belonging to Lp’(K/M); see Proposition 1. This result 
is interesting in its own right and has been generalised by Sjogren (31. 
The case p > 2 does not seem to be more difftcult. We shall give here a 
sufficient condition. The statement of a necessary condition would need a 
rather complicated machinery, but no new idea. As a consequence of this 
sufficient condition we state 
COROLLARY 1. Let A c G, B c G/K be measurable sets and A . B = 
{g * b 1 g E A, b E B 1. Then there is some constant c (only dependent on G) 
such that 
meas meas < c meas(A . B). 
It would be interesting to give a proof using a covering lemma of the Vitali 
We. 
For the statement of the geometric criterion we take the special case of 
G = SU(n, l), the general case requires no new ideas but a lot of pages. 
Furthermore a careful examination of this result shows that one cannot 
hope to generalize the result in an elegant form to the case of SL(2, R) x 
SL(2, If?) because of the complexity of the Carleson measures in the by-disk. 
To formulate this result we need the following: 
DEFINITIONS. Let n be a positive integer and iB” the unit ball of C” with 
boundary aiB”. Let du, be the measure on aiB” invariant with respect o the 
action of the unitary group U(n), with unit mass. 
For every <,, E alB”, 0 < p < 1, we note 
&(hJ = {rE as”, 11 -Eli < PL 
we set &l,,C)=ll -<&I. 
For an open fl in 35” we write 
TQ={zE[B”,5,+,(z~ Iz(-‘)cQ}. 
A positive finite measure on iB” is called a Carleson measure if there is 
some constant c > 0 such that for all open 0 c IB”, 
PU(TW < co,@>. 
We put q(r) = 1, 0 < r < 4 and cp(r) = (I - r2)‘12 log l/(1 - r) if f < r < 1. 
The second statement yields 
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THEOREM 2. Let .u be a positive measure on SU(n, 1) right invariant 
with respect to U(n); so ,a is a measure on IF”. Let 1 < p < 2, then the 
following two conditions are necessary and sufficient 
(a) p is a bounded convoluter on LP(SU(n. 1)). 
(b) there is a Carleson measure y on ii.” and some v/: !F n --) c w.ith 
li/ E Lp(R”, y) such that 
p = (1 - r2)-n,P’y/;‘. 
Case (p = 2). Let ,u = q-“~/y, where y is a Carleson measure and 
I+V E L’(B”, y). Then ,u is a bounded convoluter on L’(SU(n, 1)). If ,u is a 
bounded convoluter of L’(SU(n, l)), ,u is representable as 
p=p, + (1 -r2))n”tq. 
where p, is a positive measure concentrated on (z E Ii’ ‘I. /z 1 6 $}, ;’ is a 
Carleson measure and w is in L’(B!“, y). 
II. PROOFS OF THE THEOREMS 
1. Notations 
Let G be a semi-simple Lie group with finite center and noncompact, and 
dg some Haar measure on G. For 1 < p ,< 00 we denote the associated 
Lebesque space by L”(G) and we define p’ by (l/p) + (l/p’) = 1. 
K is a maximal compact subgroup of G and G = KAN an associated 
Iwasawa decomposition. p is the half sum of the positive roots. We write 
X = G/K and we suppose G to be of rank 1. 
9, a are the Lie algebras of G, A, dim a = 1 by assumption. a, 2a are the 
positive roots of multiplicities r, s and a+ is the set of all a E a such that 
a(a) > 0. H is chosen in a+ such that a(H) = 1. We shall identify 
p = f(r + 2s) according to this setting. 
For g E G we write H(g) the unique element of a i with g = k(g) 
exp H(g) n(g) and we also put a, = exp tH, t > 0. 0 is the origin of X and 
every K-right invariant function on G can be identified with a function on X. 
If A4 is the centraliser of A in K, then K/M is the boundary of X. 
P(g, k) = e-- 2pU(n-‘k) is the Poisson kernel and obviously P(gk’, k) = P(g. k) 
for k’ E K. If o is the nontrivial element of the Weyl group, @= Ad(u)N. 
then almost every g in G can be represented as 
g = fik> m(g) a(g) n(g), 
and we put p(g) = e P2pH(a’n)). 
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The operators a(u) are defined by 
1 
a(u) U(k) = - 
Y(U) KP 1 
(1-u)‘2(~-1h) U(kh) dh, 
where y(u) = a(u) 1. 
For 1 < p < co we write 
‘~~(a,) = i, P”%,, k) dk. 
These functions play an important role. 
The representations of the principal series. Let U be a complex-valued 
function on K/M. The operators nZ(g) are defined by 
nc,(g) U(k) = [P(g, k)]“+“‘2 U(g-‘k). 
Putting (u, v) = j,,, u(kM) u(kM) d(kM), x, is a representation which is 
unitary and only if z is purely imaginary. But we also use representations for 
nonimaginary z. Indeed, if 1 < p < co, we put 
n,(g) U(k) = P”‘(g, k) W-‘4; 
n,(g) is an isometry in Lp(K/M). These representations have been 
systematically used in [8]. The fundamental role of these representations is 
expressed by the two principles of majorization. See [S]. 
The Lorentz space Lp3q, 1 < p, q < 00. Let f: X + G a measurable 
function and Af its distribution function given by the measure of the set E, = 
Ix E x3 If( > al-f * is the decreasing rearrangement off, that is, 
f*(t) = inf{a, Axa) < t}. 
We say that f belongs to Lp3q(X) if 
where q < 03 and to LP,m(X) if 
Ilfllp,co = ;;i Pm < aJ. 
The importance of P,(k) = P(a,, k) has been recognized in the context of the 
Kunze-Stein phenomena in [2]. In the following we shall systematically 
exploit these techniques. 
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2. The Main Theorem 
We state a general result giving a complete characterization of those 
positive measures which are bounded convoluters in LQpaces (1 < p ,< 2). 
The announced result Theorem 1 is an easy consequence. 
For the statement we use the 
DEFINITIONS. (1) A family of measurable subsets {A ,} of X is called a 
continuous family if meas = t and lim meas, .,(A,, ( n A,) = 0 for t > 0 
(here n denotes the symmetric difference). 
(2) A family of functions (pJt>,, on X is called continuous if for each 
L Ivrl < 1 and lim,,, I~,,, - vtll, = 0. 
(3) An additive function y with respect to the Bore1 subsets of is’ is 
called diffused if for every bounded function w: si , --$ I 
Ul.,I’ w(x) @(s)I < c lim (ess sup w(x)). 
n 1 / ,I % 1 
)/ ;j// is the smallest c verifying this inequality. 
THEOREM 1'. Let G be a semi-simple connected noncompact Lie group 
with Jinite center and rank 1, 1 ( p < 2. If ,u is a positive K-right incariani 
measure on G the following two properties are equivalent: 
(a) p defines a bounded convolution operator on Lp(G). 
(b) There are 
(i) a function h in L”.‘(X) and 
(ii) a continuous family {A,], an additive diffused function 7 on 
Pi + and a continuous family (y?[) of functions on X such that 
for every eigenfunction u: X --) 1: of A MYth eigemalue 
-4p’/pp’ of class C” up to the boundary 
-jr u(x) dp(x) = 1’ u(x) h(x) dx +.I,: t ’ p 1’ u(x) p)/(x) dx dy(t). 
’ .Y I, 
Furthermore the norm I/p// of p as a convoluter on L”(G) is equivalent to 
llhll,,, + IIYII. 
Remark that in general the second term does not vanish: it takes into 
account the behavior on the boundary. 
The proof of Theorems I’, 2 is based on a closed study of the eigen 
functions of the Laplace-Beltrami operator on X. We use some lemmas the 
simplest of which is 
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LEMMA 0. Let ,a be a positive measure on G and suppose that p defines a 
bounded convolution operator on LP(G). Then for every coeficient 
(7c,(g) U, V) of the representation np defined above p(x,(g) U, V) is a finite 
measure. 
Proof. We may suppose that U, V are positive. By the second principle 
of majorization (see [Sl) we have sequences (U,), (V,) of positive functions 
with compact support such that 
II Kll, II K?ll,~ ,< II UII, II VII,9 ;\% vn * Qd = @dg> u9 f-9. 
It is clear that @ * U,, V,) = s, V, + U(g) dp(g). Therefore the total mass 
V,, * I?,, is at most )I UjJ, 11 V/l,, Ilpll. By taking the limit we see that 
(np(.) U, V),u is a measure with total mass not exceeding (( U((, (1 V(I,, (IpI\. 
COROLLARY. Let ,a be a positive measure on G, defining a bounded 
convoluter on LP(G) and p < p1 < 2. Let U, V be in Lm(K/M). Then for all 
real s (n,,+,,(g) U, V)p is a bounded measure. 
It is sufficient to remark that 
Even if ,u is not bounded as convoluter on L*(G) its Fourier transform is 
defined as a nonbounded operator; the corollary describes the action of this 
Fourier transform on the reasonable coefficients of the principal series. 
PROPOSITION 1. Let u: X+ C be a continuous function, 1 < p < 2. Then 
the two following assertions are equivalent: 
(a) There exists some f in Lp’(K/M) such that u = P:lp Sr f 
@I u is in Lp’.“O(X) and Au = -(4p*/p’p’)u. 
If p = 2 we have u = P’l’f, with f in L*(K/M), tf and only tfdu = -p*u and 
the function h defined by 
is in L’,“O(X). 
h(ka, . 0) = (1 + t)-’ u(ka, . 0) 
Before proving the proposition the following remark is in order. 
Remark. One could generalize this result in the following sense: suppose 
f to be in some Lq(K/M) and characterize the Poisson-type integrals 
PI/P * J: 
The proof of the proposition needs some lemmas. 
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LEMMA 1. Let 1 < p < 2, f be in Lp’(K/M). Then u = P’lp + f is in 
Lp’3w(X) and /I u //pr,co < C llfllpr. rff is in L*(K/M) and u = PI” * f, then h 
depned above is in Lzq”(X). 
ProojI The proof of the case p = 2 is completely analogous to the proof 
for 1 < p < 2. We prove this latter case. 
Let us represent P:lp as ~,(a,) P,(a,, k), where we have put 
1 
P.k(a,, k) = - e -(i,ltp)/f(a ,kj 
~p(~,> 
i-@(I-$,. 
The kernels P, have been studied by Michelson (6 (: it is proved there that 
for the maximal functionJdefined by 
.G+S~PlP, *.f(a,?k)l 
I :z 0 
we have the estimate 
ll7ll, ,< c, Ilfll,. l<r<co. 
Writing x = (a,, k) and using the asymptotic behavior of ‘p,, we get 
Putting for a > 0 
E, = (x: / u(x)/ > a } 
we get therefore 
E, E (x /cpe-2P”p’f(k) > a) 
and writing ,B for the G-invariant measure of X we get 
71,,(al, k) sh’tsh’2t dr dk 
< -x ^ .1 1 0 -K/M 
fEn(a,, k)ezPt dt dk 
Ac,~(k)laV’ 
=c(’ ) ds dk ,< C’ ilfll;’ a p’. 
'K-O 
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The last estimate following by the LP-estimate for the mximal function. This 
proves the lemma. 
LEMMA 2. Let 1 < p ( 2, u defined on X and Au = -(4p’/pp’)u. If u is 
in Lp”Oo(X) 9 then there exists a constant M > 0 independent of u such that 
Proof: To simplify notations represent x by x = ka, . 0. Write M” for the 
mean-value operator given by 
M”u(g . 0) = 1 u(gkx) dk. 
K 
Then putting x = ka, . 0, 
M”u(g . 0) = jK u(gk’a, . 0) dk’ 
obviously only depends on t (for g fixed). It is an eigenfunction of A to the 
eigenvalue -4p2/p . p’, so 
I u(gk’a, . 0) dk’ = cp,(a,) . c(g). K 
If t = 0 we get c(g) = u(g . 0) for o,(e) = 1. Let R > 0 and integrate the 
above identity: 
u(gka, . 0) sh’t sh” 2t st dk 
u(g . 0) I’ q,(a,) sh’tsh”2t dt = u(g . 0) v(R). 
0 
so 
where 9, = {g’ E G, g’ = k, a[, k,, 0 < [’ < R }. In particular for g = ka, and 
R = e-’ we get, writing C?(t) for 8,+, 
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Since G is unimodular the decreasing rearrangement of ,U is the same as 
for u. So 
)_ 
. O(1) 
1 u(gg’)l dg’ Q ~mer’O(r” u*(s) ds 
“0 
Because of q,(e) = 1 and for t big enough, say R < c. F small, we get 
v(R) w R’, I= 2p + 1. Inequalities (1) and (2) show that for some c > 0, 
lu(ka, . O)l < c lJu(lps.,, e(‘-. ‘*o P’)I. 
If R > F, t < log(l/s) v(R) is bigger than some positive constant and by 
(1) and (2). 
1 u(ka, . O)l ,< C I/ 24 lip ,., e’*O p)‘. 
This finishes the proof of the lemma. 
In the sequel we shall write 1x1 = t for x = ka, . 0. We have 
LEMMA 3. Let u, p as in Lemma 2, then we have the inequali!,~ 
for 0 < t < t,. 
ProoJ We use a Poisson-type representation. To this end we apply an 
idea used in [ 6 1. Note that the set {ka, .O, kEK, O<c<ft) can be iden- 
tified with a geodesic ball with center 0 and radius depending on t for the 
distance between two points does no change by translating the points by 
some k in K. 
The boundary of this ball is the set (ka, . 0, k E K} and the normalized 
measure on the boundary coincides with Haar measure on K/M. Let us 
transform A, = A - u, o = -4p*/p . p’ into a differential operator of second 
order without constant term. Put 
I being the dimension of X and gik being the contravariant components of the 
metric tensor gi, on X, aj are C-functions. L, is uniformly elliptic in B, = 
(ka, . 0, k E K, c < t). A function u is a solution of A,,u = 0 if and only if 
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h = q~; ‘U is a solution of L, h = 0. Let 6,(x, y) be the Green function of the 
first boundary value problem for L, in B,. 
By Stokes’ formula we have 
c?G,(x, ka, 3 0) 
W=jn an h(ku, . 0) dk, 
a/&r being the normal derivative in ka, . 0 (identified with a point of 3B,). 
Obviously c,(k . x, k . v) = G,(x, y) for A, commutes with the action of 
K. Therefore Ht(x, v) = aG”,(x, y)/&r has the same invariance property. 
By well-known properties of elliptic operators A, is a positive function. 
Put H*(x, y) = q,(x) Z?,(x, y) q;‘(y). Then for all t < t, we have 
and 
u(ka, . 0) = j H,,(ka, . 0, k’a,, . 0) u(k’a,,O) dk’ 
K 
1 u(ka, . O)lp’ < j H,,(ka, . 0, k’q, . 0) 1 u(k’atl . O)\“’ dk’ 
K 
X 
IJ 
H,,(ku, 1 0, k’u,, . 0) dk . 
K I 
We now estimate the second integral term. Since do, = -(4p*/p . p’)qp we 
get 
cop@,> = I, 4,Mt - 0, k’q, . 0) ~p(~,,> dk’, 
and by H,,(k . x, k . y) = H,,(x, y) we get 
ulp@,) = ~)p@r,) !, ff,,(a, . 0, ka,, . 0) dk. 
so 
I 
P (a> H,,(ku, - 0, k’q, . 0) dk’ =-J=-, 
K VlPk,,) 
and this implies the estimate 
I 1 u(ka, . O)l”’ dk K 
= I K lu(k’ut, . O)]“’ dk ’ (f$f)“‘” I, Ht,(ku, . 0, k/u,, . 0) dk. 
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By invariance of H,, we have 
)_ H,,(ka, * 0, k’a,, . 0) dk = j_ H&z, . 0, kafl 1 0) dk = #. 
-K -K P 11 
Therefore 
jK 1 u(ka, . 0)l”’ dk < [ff$$ i’ 1 u(ka,, 0)j” dk. 
P (1 -ii 
This proves Lemma 3. 
We need a final lemma. 
LEMMA 4. Let u, p be as above. Then 
Iw,(a,)l-P’j Iu(ka,.O)IP’dk,(Cllull:::,i, 
K 
where C does not depend on u. 
ProoJ We know the asymptotic behavior of Q,, 
pp(a,) v Cep2P1!P’, t--t+02 
and that p,(e) = 1. By Lemma 3, if t < t,, 
[cp,(a,)] -p’ lK I u(ka, . O)l”’ dk < Ce”‘? ji / u(kuf2 . O)l p dk. 
As a result, for each t, > t 
(t, - t)lq,(a,)] -p’ 1 I u(ka, . O)l”’ dk < C \” e““‘.i I u(ka,: . O)l” dk dtL. 
-I( -I 
Let B ,,,f = {g = ka,k’: t < s < t,}; if t > E,, > 0. then there exists a constant 
C(F,,) such that 
and 
f [‘I 1 u(kal, . O)lp’e2”c2 dt,dk< C(F,,) (_ lu(g. 0)i”‘dg 
-K’f “!.I) 
Iq&Jl-p’ .r, I @a, e O)lP’dk<(t,-t)--‘C(c,,)(’ lu(g.O)lp’dg. (*, 
Jil.1, 
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]B,,,]] designates as usual the measure of B,,,I. We have 
To estimate the last integral we use the two estimates for u:~,. By 
hypothesis we know that 
In addition we deduce from Lemma 2 that 
where M = [r + 2s + 1 + ((2r + 4s)/p)](r + 2s) I. 
We prove this inequality (this is almost obvious from Lemma 2). We 
assume I] 24 ]]p,,oo = 1. For a>O, we put F=={gEG, (u,,,l(g.O)I>a}. If 
g= ka, . 0 is in F,, lu,,,,(ka, . O)] <eMs. Thus F, c {g= ka, . 0, 
eMs > a} n B,,tl c { ka, . 
@ 2PfI 
0, (log a)/M < s < I,}. So IF,\ < Jf;,,,,,, ezps ds < 
- azplM)/2p. It follows that {a I IF,1 <s} 3 {a I ezptl - a2p’M < 2~s). By 
definition of U* 1,1, this shows (ii). It is clear that 
I 
IBId, I 
0 
[u~~,(s>lP’ ds < C(&o)’ j;“” lul’f,,(s)l”’ ds 
Inequality (i) shows that 
and inequality (ii), 
?’ 
e-D’MII 
[ul’lI,Wl”’ ds G c 1141,“~,,~ (iv) 
0 
All together (*), (iii), (v) show that 
l~,@Jl-~’ I, lu(ka, . 0)l”’ dk ,< C(Q2 1) ull,“:,, (2pf1 : ““:I + ‘), 
I 
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But the right side does not exceed some constant (independent of U) times 
IIu~I~:.~, whenever f > E,,. 
To complete the proof we use Lemma 2 and the fact that cp,(a,) is near to 
1 for small t (t < so). We state a result for p = 2 whose proof is the same as 
that of the preceeding lemma: 
LEMMA 4’. Let u: X+ ~c be such that Au = -p’u. then 
sup loz(u,)l -I I_ l@a, 
I ‘) 0 
.O)l*dk,<i/(l +itl) ‘uiii., . 
-h 
where C is a constant which does not depend on u. 
Proof of Proposition 1. Lemma 1 answers one part of the proposition. 
So let u be in Lp’.” and Au = -4p*u/pp’. By a theorem of Helgason 14 / 
there is a hyperfunction S on K/M such that 
u(ka, 0) = 1 P;jP(kk; ’ ) dS(k, M) 
. K /.I! 
and qc(a,) ’ u(ka, . 0) converges to S. By Lemma 4 q,, ‘(a,) u(ka, . 0). as a 
function of k, is in Lp’(K/M) with a uniform bounded L”‘-norm. By weak 
compacity of the unit ball in LP’(K/M). S is a L”‘(K/M)-function with norm 
bounded by C j(~&,,~. 
Proof of Theorem 1’. (i) (a) implies (b). Let p be a positive measure on 
X defining a convolution operator on L”(G). It is easy to show that for C’. 1’ 
in C”‘(K/M). 
.(( (~,,(g> 0; V> d/G) = ,( (rip(g) 1, V> d/Q) 1. Wk) dkM: G ‘h If 
this quantity is not bigger than /(,~u// /) UIJ, /) VII,, . Let L be the subspace of 
Lp’3m X of eigenfunctions of A with eigenvalue -4p*/p p’. By the mean ( 1 
value property [3] it is clear that L is a closed subspace of L”‘*” and the 
proposition proved above shows that u is in L if and only if u = (n,(g) 1, V ‘_ 
where V is in LP’(K/M). 
It follows from the above that 
i j, u(g) 44g) i ,< ClIPI// l/4I,~~,~. . 
By the theorem of Hahn-Banach there is a linear form v on L”‘,’ (X) such 
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that v ) L =,u. Furthermore the result in [l] shows that y/ can be represented 
where h is in Lp’,’ X ( ), w,, disappears on bounded functions and w is 
described in Theorem 1’. Note that according to [ 1 ] h, qt, y can be chosen so 
that 
(ii) Conversely let ,u be a positive measure on G satisfying condition 
(b) positive functions U, V in C,“(G); then by the first majorization principle 
(see [ 8 ]) there are functions U, , I’, on K/M such that 
and, by hypothesis we get 
I (n,(g) 17 VI> 4&T) c 
= i, h(X)(np(x) 1,V,) C-LX + f t~“~ I,, (x,(x> 1, V,> A 4’(f). 
But (n,(g) 1, V,) is in Lp”Oo(X) and the exp ression on the right is dominated 
by 
CIIIYII + llhllp,,I Il&k)L Wlpw 
It follows that 
I V* WI 44g) G CIllrll + IlhllpJ II VI, II VII,, G 
which finishes the proof. 
The proof of Theorem 1 follows the same lines as the proof just given; for 
the first part L must be replaced by the subspace L’ consisting of all 
functions of Lp’*co multiplied by the characteristic function of some open 
relatively compact subset continuing the support of ,u. 
The nonobvious side of the last part of the Theorem 1 follows by applying 
the first part to 1 ,,P, where (11.} is a sequence of characteristic functions of 
open relatively compact subsets of X tending to 1. The statement of this 
result for p = 2 and its proof is left to the reader. 
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We now study the case p > 2. There is a remarkable difference to the case 
p < 2. If I < p < 2 there is some maximal function being important; if p > 2 
the Riesz potentials play the essential role. 
We need the following: 
LEMMA. Let p > 2; then for every function V, in L”(K/M) there is a 
function V, in LPqP’(K/M) such that 
(~p4s) 13 v,> ,< v,(g) V2l4T)l. 
c being an absolute constant. 
Proof Because of dim a = 1 we have an explicit expression for P,(k). Let 
y: N-1 K/M be the application of Harish-Chandra. For Z in g-,, + g :(, 
write Z=X+Y, XEgm,.YEg_zn and r=expZ. Let c= (4(r+2s)). 
Then by 14) we have 
P(a, . 0, y(v)) = ezpr 
L 
(1 +c!/x/12)2+4c//Yl12 p 
(1 + ce” l)X//‘)2 + 4ce” 11 Yl12 I . 
so 
P(a, . 0, y(v)) < e-*@ 
I 
(1 + c )/x)l2)2 + 4c I/ YlJ2 p 
c2 JIX/14 + 4c II Yl/? I 
= e-2ptcp(X, Y). 
But it is proved in [ 8 ] that (p’jp is of weak type l/p’. The assertion is now 
an easy consequence of a theorem of O’Neill [IO 1. 
COROLLARY. Let p be a positive K-right invariant measure which is UIZ 
LP-convoluter, 1 ,< p < 2. Then p is a convoluter on LP’(G). 
Proof. Use the fact that for V in LP(K/M), (zp,(g) 1, V) is an eigen- 
function of A and the first majorization principle (rip,(g) 1. V) is in L”.” (X) 
by the lemma (see also the proof of Lemma 1). The corollary now 
immediately follows by Theorem 1’. 
Note that the converse is false: There exists a positive K-right invariant 
measure on G which defines a convoluter on LP’(G) but not on L” (see 
Theorem 1 Proposition 2). 
We now state a sufficient condition. 
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PROPOSITION 2. Let u: X-+ C be measurable, UT the decreasing 
rearrangement of u,(k) = u(a,, k). Zf p > 2 and 
~h’u~(s)]P’e2P~/P’ e2P’1P’ ds dt < a, 
then u defines a bounded convoluter on LP(G). 
The proof immediately follows by the lemma above. 
Proof of Corollary 1. Let A c G, B c X be measurable, 1, the charac- 
teristic function of A and choose B c G, K-right invariant such that its image 
in X is equal to B. The 
1, < llg-, * 11, .I . [mes(B)] -‘, 
I,-, is a convoluter on LP’(G), 1 < p ( 2, with norm not exceeding 
c[mes(@]“” [see Theorem l’(i)] and ]] ll~~,]]p,, = [mes(@]“P. Now 
[mes(A)]‘lP’ < c[mes(B)]“” . (mes(AB)]“P’(mes(B)]-’ 
and by the choice of B, 
mes(A) mes(B) < c mes(AB). 
Proof of Theorem 2. We give the proof for p = 2 which is even a little 
more complicated than for 1 < p < 2. It is sufficient to study the expression 
P”2(ka, . 0, k’) f (k’) Q(t, k’), 
where f is in L2(K/M) and dp(t, k) = dp(ka,). In the case of SU(n, l), X is 
idenfied with the unit ball 5” in 6” and K/M with ~33”. Putting r = th(t/2), 
ka, . 0 = r . z, k’M = < one gets 
P(ka, . 0, k’) = P,(z, <) = (’ - r2)n 
1 1 - rz . <12’ 
and the expression above is written as 
c I (1 - r2)n’2 are Bn]l-rz.<]” Q(r, z)f (6) doA 
‘Put ,U = rp- ‘wy as in the statement of the theorem. Then we have the 
estimates 
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x [J;,<. I ‘e-3 a2 We 4 1” 2. 
For every a > 0 we define the maximal function 
and by a slight modification to Koranyi’s proof ( 1 I 1 we have 
.j”,(T°Kc, SUP J- 1 
Oil< I tn “‘S(:.p)hl 
If(Z)I 4,(z). 
By classical arguments [ 13 1 we conclude 
This proves the first part. 
(ii) Let p. be a positive measure on G defining a bounded convoluter of 
L’(SU(n, 1)) and w be the characteristic function of {I E if+“, /zJ < f}. Put 
p = w. + (1 - w)po = p, + p. Writing xr,60 the characteristic function of 
B, ,(r’) normalised by the measure of B, +(T’) it is easy to verify that 
p. being an L’convolutor implies that j’~nP~“(z. <) dp(r. r) is in L’(?!‘“). by 
18 I. 
Put v(r, 5) = Jar,, (x,,&‘)/( 1 + f(t’)) &JO BY H~lder’s inequality it 
follows that 
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Set y = w . q2 . [log] l/(lr))] -‘,u, therefore y N w . (1 - $)” . p. By 
Lemma 0, y is finite. Suppose that R is an open subset of 8B”. Then 
Let (r, 0 be in TQ. In order that x,,~(<‘) be positive one must have l’ E a. 
Now 
This shows that y is a Carleson measure and I+~ ’ is in L2(B”, ) by the 
estimation of w-l. This finishes the proof of the theorem for p = 2. To finish 
the proof of the theorem define 
* HIP 
L,p(r”> = sup 
S(z,P)<a(l-r) 
rp~~(r) jaBn, i1--;t;2n,p 1f631 do(t). 
This function is in Lp’(c33”) if f is in Lp’(8E3”) (see Koranyi’s argument in 
[ 11; if n = 1 this is not difticult to prove). Note that 
The same arguments as in the proof of the case p = 2 (useJ;,,, instead ofTa) 
together with the above inequality can now be used to get the result 
l<p<2. 
COROLLARY. Lpql(G) acts by convolution boundedly on Lps’(X) for 
1 < p < 2. Therefore Lp3’(X) is a Banach algebra under convolution. 
ProoJ Letf, be in LP*‘(G),f2 in L”,‘(X); we have to prove thatf, * f2 is 
in Lp*‘(X). We first rem ark that Lp”(X) is identified with the subspace of 
right invariant functions of Lpql(G) (with respect to K). This is easily shown 
for Lp(X); the other cases follow by interpolation, see [5]. Writing f “(x) = 
f(x-‘) it is enough to show that (f, + f2)” = f: Sr f,” and f2 is left invariant 
on G. Let B be some set of finite measure in X and put f, = 1,. For each 
1 < p, < 2 one has by Theorem 1, 
II 1; * fi”llp, < OJ IBll’pl llf~ll,,~ 
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By interpolation 114, Theorem, p. 1971 
and it follows that 
These theorems have been announced in 191. 
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